
Kelsey-Seybold Clinic, a 385-physician multispecialty heath care group, 
expanded patient care services in Houston and currently serves more 
than 500,000 patients with more than one million visits per year. The 
clinic made significant investments in information technology to improve 
patient care and physician access to medical information. With these 
improvements came exploding data growth and need for more storage.

Colocation vs. Rebuild? How to handle growth?
Kelsey-Seybold’s IT infrastructure team was facing three major issues 
concerning its data center and storage strategy. They started with a 
plan to address these issues and set goals for long-term scalability.

Exploding growth created a limited supply of power, cooling and 
floor space within its three separate data center facilities. 

GOAL 4 Consolidate data centers to improve stability and 
           guarantee scalability.

Kelsey Seybold was focused on improving IT services and wanted 
to reduce expenses and resources associated with running and 
maintaining multiple data centers. 

GOAL 4 Focus on key applications and growth, not data center  
                management, by leveraing colocation.

The clinic was hit hard during Hurricane Ike in 2008, which caused 
generators to overload and resulted in 12 hours of downtime. 

GOAL 4 Ensure disaster avoidance and 100% uptime through a 
           Tier IV data center located outside of Houston.

Kelsey Seybold determined colocation was the best option compared 
to adding space and power to existing facilities, which would only 
support them for 3-5 years. The infrastructure team visited three data 
centers in Texas to evaluate a potential colocation partnership. Their 
key evaluation criteria focused on long-term scalability, disaster 
avoidance, location and facility uptime design.

Our selection of FIBERTOWN for our 
data center services provides a flexible 
way to meet our growing IT capacity 
needs in a highly secure and reliable 
data center environment.

Kelsey-Seybold Clinic Consolidates 
Multiple Data Centers and Ensures 
Business Continuity at FIBERTOWN

Challenges
Running out of power, air and 
space capacity in three different 
data centers located in separate 
offices.

Desire to save time and money 
by not needing to manage data 
center facilities.

Need for improved disaster 
avoidance and to ensure 
business continuity.

Solution
FIBERTOWN BRYAN (Tier IV data 
center) and secured 3,000 SF 
space with Right of First Refusal 
to adjacent space.

Results
Consolidated 3 data centers to a 
single location 100 miles from the 
Gulf Coast - far enough away for 
safety yet close enough for 
convenient access.

Reduced operating costs and 
freed up IT resources to focus on 
internal projects.

Guaranteed 100% uptime and
improved long-term scalability.

“
”



The deciding factors, not all data centers are created equal
Kelsey-Seybold chose FIBERTOWN due to its location out of hurricane 
reach, high performance infrastructure, 100% uptime guaratee and flexible 
company culture. 

The FIBERTOWN data center in Bryan, Texas is located 100 miles from 
downtown Houston - close enough for easy access, yet far enough away 
from the coast for safety. 
 
The carrier-neutral Tier IV data center delivers high availability N+1 power 
and cooling in a secure, hardened facility within close proximity to the 
world’s fastest and most reliable telecom providers.

Kelsey Seybold was impressed with the company culture at FIBERTOWN 
and confident that its needs would always be addressed and reponded to 
quickly and effectively.

Leveraging colocation to maximize ROI
The greenfield migration project allowed Kelsey Seybold to take advantage 
of a clean slate when it came to designing the layout and configuration of 
their colo space. Over the 18-month project, Kelsey Seybold successfully 
migrated all hardware, applications, storage and data with no downtime.

Designed the floor layout to accomodate a 10-year growth plan by 
grouping all storage cabinets with space for expansion racks, then 
organizing tape libraries, network racks and more server racks.

Leveraged power consumption across three original data centers to 
determine how much power to utilize in the newly consolidated space. 

Utilized migration tools to complete a virtual move. Transistioned 
to greater than 90% virtualization.

Purchased dark fiber 10G links through two carriers and implemented 
Fiber Channel over Ethernet, which reduced fiber, cables and adapters 
by 50% - equalling significant cost savings.

Limited vendor spread by consolidating all servers and storage to IBM.

“We could have chosen anyone, and the peole at FIBERTOWN 
have been great. That’s how we hire our people, we look for 
chemistry and then skill set and took the same approach with 
a colocation provider.”

Kelsey-Seybold Clinic Consolidates 
Multiple Data Centers and Ensures 
Business Continuity at FIBERTOWN

Next Steps
Learn more about 
FIBERTOWN Data Centers
http://gurl.im/52f04gZ

Download Data Center 
Facility Information
http://gurl.im/8d754h0

Contact FIBERTOWN
888.501.4368
info@fibertown.com
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